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Introduction to the Training Series
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Purpose

• Help communities remain adaptable and 
resilient in the face of change and opportunity. 

• Share tools, tips, and information.
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View here

Builds from a 
successful resiliency 
training presented by 
National Association 
of Development 
Organizations 
(NADO) in October 
2021:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f5QA6UcPto
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https://bbna.com/2022/04/12/webinars-community-planning-economic-experts/


How to Participate

• Share your ideas and questions in the chat

• Share your thoughts verbally 
o (if you’ve joined by phone, dial *6 to unmute)

• When you’re not talking, please remain on 
mute
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Today’s Presenter

Shelly Wade, AICP 
Principal::Owner

I live and work on the 
land of the Dena’ina. 
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Defining Resiliency

Economic Development Administration (EDA) Definition

Our Region’s Definition
• What does resiliency mean to you?
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Resilience is the 
ability to...

Recover quickly from 
a shock

Ability to withstand a 
shock

Ability to avoid the 
shock altogether



Related: Bristol Bay Comprehensive 
Economic Development Strategy (CEDS)

Learn more at https://bbna.com/bristol-bay-comprehensive-
economic-development-strategy-2022-2026/ 8

https://bbna.com/bristol-bay-comprehensive-economic-development-strategy-2022-2026/


How does the BBNA CEDS, this resiliency  
series & planning benefit you?
Help you, your family, your community, your region identify: 

• Strengths (contributors) and challenges (barriers) to 
community and regional resiliency. 

• Opportunities (contributors) and threats (barriers) 
community and regional resiliency. 

• A shared vision, goals, strategies, implementable actions 
and PRIORITY PROJECTS . 

They also: 

• Position communities/the region for funding and investment 
opportunities. – RECENT GREAT EXAMPLE: April 11th Grant 
Symposium.

• Hold everyone accountable with measurable short and longer-
term targets and ways to track and communicate progress. 9

https://www.murkowski.senate.gov/infrastructure-grant-symposium


Introduction for Today
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Today’s Purpose

• Introduce the 8 types of wealth

• How to measure and build wealth, with 
examples from around Alaska

• Gather input on the rest of the webinar 
series – how can we make webinars the 
most impactful and useful for you?
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Why Talk About “Wealth”?  

• Economies are not just measured in dollars and 
cents

• Communities and regions have many different 
types of wealth, and they are ALL important

• This approach focuses on what the 
community has, not what it lacks – strengths-
based! 

• Local ownership and control is essential to 
creating and maximizing local wealth.
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How do 
we build a 
strong 
regional 
economy?

Keep wealth in the 
region; promote 
and support the 
right mix of local 
businesses and 

services  

Reduce wealth 
leaving the region
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Increase sources of wealth, with a 
focus on producing something 

other regions/places need/want 



8 Types of Wealth
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What are the 8 Types of Wealth?

15Source: Rural Development Initiatives



01 Individual Wealth

Definition
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The skills, 
understanding, 
physical health and 
mental wellness in a 
region’s people.
Definition: WealthWorks



02 Intellectual Wealth

Definition
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The knowledge, 
resourcefulness, 
creativity, and 
innovation in a region’s 
peoples, institutions, 
organizations and 
sectors
Definition: WealthWorks



03 Natural Wealth

Definition
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The existing stock of 
natural resources—
water, land, air, plants, 
animals, etc.

Definition: WealthWorks



04 Built Wealth

Definition
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The existing stock of 
constructed 
infrastructure —
buildings, sewer 
systems, broadband, 
roads, ports, etc.
Definition: WealthWorks



05 Financial Wealth

Definition
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The existing stock of 
monetary resources 
available in the 
region for 
investment.
Definition: WealthWorks



06 Political Wealth

Definition
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The existing stock of 
goodwill, influence 
and power that 
people, 
organizations and 
institutions in the 
region can exercise in 
decision-making.
Definition: WealthWorks



07 Social Wealth

Definition
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The existing stock of 
trust, relationships 
and networks in a 
region’s population.
Definition: WealthWorks



08 Cultural Wealth

Definition
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The existing stock of 
traditions, customs, 
ways of doing, and 
world views in a 
region’s population.
Definition: WealthWorks



Examples
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Bristol Bay Fly Fishing & Guide Academy
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https://bristolbayriveracademy.org/

https://bristolbayriveracademy.org/


Bristol Bay Fly Fishing & Guide Academy
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What types of wealth are demonstrated here?



Tribal Broadband
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https://ykdtribalbroadband.org/

https://ykdtribalbroadband.org/


Tribal Broadband
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What types of wealth are demonstrated here?



Kuskokwim Ice Road and Timber/ 
Housing
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Article Links to Learn More:
• Alaska Public Media
• State of Alaska
• KYUK

https://www.alaskapublic.org/2022/01/13/traffic-is-heavy-on-the-kuskokwim-ice-road-which-stretches-from-napakiak-to-kalskag/
https://dot.alaska.gov/comm/pressbox/arch2022/PR22-0010.shtml
https://www.kyuk.org/public-safety/2022-01-04/ice-road-crew-to-start-work-on-kuskokwim-ice-road


Kuskokwim Ice Road and Timber/ 
Housing
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What types of wealth are demonstrated here?



St. Paul Island

31View St. Paul’s CEDS here.

https://media.rainpos.com/141/st_paul_island_ceds_7_13_17_20170908132525.pdf


St. Paul Island
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What types of wealth are demonstrated here?



Regional Airline Concept
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See page 79 of the TCC CEDS & Economic Recovery Plan to learn more: here. 

https://www.tananachiefs.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/03-28-22_TCC_CEDSEconomicRecoveryPlan.pdf


Regional Airline Concept
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What types of wealth are demonstrated here?



Discussion Questions

1. What are some examples of where 
we have wealth? What type of 
wealth is it?

2. In what areas do we need/want 
increased wealth? 

3. In what areas where should we 
invest more resources? 

4. What wealth is locally-owned vs. 
owned by non-
residents/organizations?
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Use this handout to assess 
your community/sector!

Goal – we want to build capacity and strength in all 8 types of wealth:



Share Your Feedback
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What comments or 
questions do you have 

about today’s webinar? 



What’s Next?
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4 more 
trainings 
in May
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Next Training

• When: 12:00 pm on Tuesday, May 3rd

• What: Understanding how a SWOT Can 
Help

• Details: 
oDefine the components of a SWOT 

(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats), why a SWOT can be a helpful tool, 
and how to conduct a SWOT.

• Presenter: Molly Mylius, Agnew::Beck
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Your Feedback

• What questions would you like to have 
answered through this series? 

• What ideas or recommendations do you 
have for improving the series?

Tell us in the chat, or contact us 
separately:
oEmail: molly@agnewbeck.com
oCall or Text: 907-782-8787
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mailto:molly@agnewbeck.com


Content Slide
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Thank you!
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